
Gain countless advantages by stepping onto the global stage

sinch.com

The world is within your reach 

Sinch takes a compliance-first 
approach to global expansion

We excel at country regulations so you don’t worry

300B+         
minutes used on the 
network annually

122+       
phone numbers powered 
by our network

25+          
countries with  
full coverage

100%       
compliant global telephone 
and toll-free numbers

99.999%        
uptime and reliability

You can depend on us

Whether you’re an enterprise or a service provider, global phone numbers make it 
easy for businesses to expand worldwide with key benefits like new reaching new 
markets and customers, boosting brand credibility, diversification and more.  
Sinch can help make your expansion strategy possible.

Sinch’s entry into a new country begins with an in-depth  
understanding of tax laws, regulatory and reporting requirements, 
data privacy laws, and number allocation policies. We take a  
hands-on approach to understanding and delivering a fully  
compliant service which ensures service quality and sustainability.

 Our compliance-first approach ensures our services and global 
numbers are always available and in good standing. Sinch-owned 
numbers are allocated directly from the regulatory bodies, not 
from a third party, so you can have confidence you will not lose 
your numbers. We design our global service offering around the 
requirements of each new country and your unique needs.

GLOBAL PHONE NUMBERS 
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Let us help you get started with the best  
global voice solution for your business. 
 Contact us at sinch.com/global-voice

Sinch seamlessly boosts your global expansion 
Easily expand your in-country presence

   Access global phone numbers and toll-free numbers  
for inbound and 2-way calling plus emergency services 
(where available).

  Gain full coverage in the international locations where  
you need to be, with always compliant, global telephone  
and toll-free numbers.

  Simplify your process for obtaining global numbers, so  
you do not have to negotiate with multiple providers.

  Add global phone numbers in a breeze with our powerful 
customer portal making it easy to order both domestic  
and international numbers.

Global voice calling in 25 countries and counting…

Europe: Belgium, France, Germany, Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, United Kingdom and Spain

Asia | Middle East | Africa: Australia, Hong Kong, Indonesia, Israel, Malaysia, New Zealand, Philippines, South Africa, 
Taiwan, Thailand and Vietnam 

Latin America: Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Columbia, Ecuador, El Salvador, Mexico and Peru

Our global phone numbers take you to the locations where you need to be — more countries are coming soon!


